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Abstract. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) microspectroscopy has been used to estimate the spatial proteoglycan
(PG) and collagen contents in articular cartilage (AC). However, it is not clear whether the results of FTIR analyses
are consistent between different species. Our aim was to clarify how three different FTIR PG parameters in use, i.e.,
the integrated absorbance in the carbohydrate region, the carbohydrate/amide I ratio, and the second derivative
peak at 1062 cm−1, can indicate the densitometrically assessed (reference method) spatial PG content in a sample
set consisting of osteoarthritic human and bovine AC samples. The results show that all the parameters can accu-
rately reflect the PG content, when the species are analyzed separately. When all samples are pooled, the corre-
lation with the reference method is high (r ¼ 0.760, n ¼ 104) for the second derivative peak at 1062 cm−1 and is
significantly lower (p < 0.05) for the carbohydrate region (r ¼ 0.587, n ¼ 104) and for the carbohydrate/amide I
ratio (r ¼ 0.579, n ¼ 104). Therefore, the analysis of the carbohydrate region may provide inconsistent results, if the
cartilage samples from different species are in use. Based on the present study, second derivative analysis yields
more consistent results for human and bovine cartilages. © 2013 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10

.1117/1.JBO.18.9.097006]
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1 Introduction
Articular cartilage (AC) is a specialized form of hyaline cartilage
that covers the ends of long bones in synovial joints. AC bears
the load that is directed to bones during joint motion. Together
with synovial fluid, AC makes the motion between articulating
bones nearly frictionless. Unique properties of AC are due to its
structural components, which are inhomogeneously distributed
throughout the tissue depth.1 About 70% to 80% of total weight
of AC is water, and more than 95% of AC dry matter consists of
collagen and proteoglycans (PGs).2,3

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common degenerative joint
disease in the world. OA induces dramatic changes in the com-
position of AC, which impairs normal joint function.4 Sensitive
imaging methods are needed to characterize the disease progres-
sion. In Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) microspectroscopy,
biochemical composition of the tissue is analyzed by its infrared
absorption properties. The main advantage of the method is its
ability to produce biochemical images from unstained histologi-
cal sections. Provided that the required specificity for different
tissue components is reached, detailed characterization of AC
composition could be established with a micron-level spatial
resolution.

FTIR microspectroscopic analyses of collagen and PG con-
tents in AC are mainly carried out by calculating integrated peak
areas.5,6 Specificity of the currently used univariate method for
PGs, the integrated absorbance of the carbohydrate region, has
been questioned.7–9 This arises from the extensive overlap
between the collagen and the PG absorption peaks, as seen
from the pure compound spectra.5 Curve fitting and second
derivative spectroscopy have been suggested to reduce the spec-
tral overlap between collagen and PGs.9,10 Second derivative
spectroscopy is more appealing of these two, as it is a math-
ematically objective procedure and requires no optimization
of parameters. We have recently evaluated the contribution of
collagen and PGs to the second derivative peaks of AC FTIR
spectra by enzymatic removal of PGs.10 In the experiment,
two PG second derivative peaks that had little or no overlap
with collagen were found.

It is known that the amount of collagen and PGs varies
among sites within cartilage, with age, with OA progression,
and between species.11–14 Furthermore, since the FTIR spectra
of collagen and PGs overlap, it would be important that a FTIR-
derived compositional parameter is independent of other major
macromolecular components in AC. Our aim in this study was
to clarify how the traditional FTIR PG parameter, i.e., the inte-
grated absorbance in the carbohydrate region (with or without
normalization with amide I absorbance) and recently introduced
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FTIR PG parameter, the second derivative peak at 1062 cm−1,
perform in the analysis of the PG content independent of the
species. To answer this aim, we reanalyzed and combined the
data from our earlier studies consisting of both human and
bovine AC samples.15–17 We hypothesized that the second
derivative-based parameter would be less dependent on the spe-
cies investigated than the carbohydrate region.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Bovine Articular Cartilage Samples

The samples were originally collected and prepared in an earlier
study.16 The sample set consisted of healthy and osteoarthritic
bovine patellae (n ¼ 32). Cylindrical osteochondral samples
(d ¼ 19 mm) were prepared. A piece of each sample was
fixed with 10% formalin and dehydrated and embedded in
paraffin.

2.2 Human Articular Cartilage Samples

Human samples were originally collected and prepared in an
earlier study.15 Osteochondral samples (n ¼ 72) were prepared
from the patellae of the right knees of 14 cadaveric human
donors (age 55� 18 years). Six samples (d ¼ 4 mm) from dif-
ferent locations (superomedial, superolateral, central medial,
central lateral, inferomedial, and inferolateral) were prepared
from each patella. Subsequently, the samples were fixed with
10% formalin and dehydrated and embedded in paraffin.

2.3 Histological Grading

The Osteoarthritis Research Society International (OARSI)
histopathology grading system18 was used to assess OA progres-
sion in human AC samples. The samples were divided into three
groups: normal (n ¼ 35, OARSI grade ¼ 0), early OA (n ¼ 15,
OARSI grade ¼ 1.0 to 1.5), and advanced OA (n ¼ 22,
OARSI grade ¼ 3.0 to 4.5).7,15,19 Bovine samples were not di-
vided into subgroups.

2.4 FTIR Microspectroscopic Measurements

FTIR microspectroscopic data originate from our earlier stud-
ies.7,15,17 FTIR microspectroscopic measurements were carried
out using a Perkin Elmer Spotlight 300 FT-IR imaging system
(Perkin Elmer, Shelton, Connecticut). Five-micrometer-thick
dewaxed sections were placed onto the 2-mm-thick ZnSe win-
dows and measured in transmission mode using spectral reso-
lution of 4 cm−1. Human AC samples were measured using
6.25-μm pixel size, whereas 25-μm pixel size was used for
bovine AC samples. All spectral preprocessing and data analysis
were carried out using Matlab software (R2010a, The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts). The spectra of each
measurement were first averaged over the measured width to
obtain a single spectrum for each depth. The second derivative
spectra were calculated using the Savitzky–Golay algorithm
with seven smoothing points.20 PG content was estimated by
calculating the following parameters: the integrated absorbance
of the carbohydrate region (984 to 1140 cm−1), the ratio of the
carbohydrate region to amide I region (1584 to 1720 cm−1)
[Fig. 1(a)], and the absolute value of the second derivative
peak located at 1062 cm−1 [Fig. 1(b)]. The obtained depth-
wise profiles were resampled to 100 points.

2.5 Digital Densitometry

Optical density (OD) of Safranin O-stained sections was mea-
sured using semiquantitative digital densitometry (DD) to serve
as a reference for PG distribution of the samples.21,22 Three-
micrometer-thick sections were prepared and dewaxed before
staining. Safranin O binds stoichiometrically to negatively
charged glycosaminoglycans of PGs. Therefore, the staining
intensity is linearly related to the amount of PGs in AC.
Setup is built upon Leitz-Ortholux light microscope (Leitz,
Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with 4× Fluotar-objective
(Leitz) and a monochromator (λ ¼ 492 nm, �1%, Optometrics
Inc., Ayer, Massachusetts). 12-bit grayscale images were digi-
tized using Photometrics CH250/A Peltier element-cooled
CCD-camera (Photometrics Inc., Tucson, Arizona).
Instrumentation was calibrated using a set of neutral density fil-
ters from 0 to 3.3 absorbance units (Schott AG, Mainz,
Germany). The absorbance is linear under the aforementioned
absorbance area. The data of each sample were averaged to
obtain a depth-wise PG profile. Subsequently, the profiles
were resampled to 100 points.

Fig. 1 (a) Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum of human articular
cartilage (AC). Amide I (1584 to 1720 cm−1) and the carbohydrate
region (984 to 1140 cm−1) are marked by gray shading. (b) FTIR spec-
trum of human AC at the carbohydrate region (black line) and its second
derivative (gray line). The part of the spectrum that is traditionally used
for the proteoglycan (PG) analysis is marked by gray shading (984 to
1140 cm−1). The second derivative peak at 1062 cm−1 that is also
used for the PG analysis is indicated by an arrow.
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2.6 Determination of the Histological Zones of AC

Polarized light microscopy was used to determine the superfi-
cial, middle, and deep zones in each OA group of human AC
samples. An enhanced polarized light microscopy system built
upon Leitz Ortholux II POL (Leitz) was used for this purpose.23

Details of the determination of the histological zones can be
found from an earlier study.24 For bovine samples, the first
75 μm of the AC surface was regarded as the superficial layer.25

2.7 Data Analysis

Pearson’s linear correlation analysis was used to compare the
FTIR PG contents with the reference (OD) information. The cor-
relation analysis was conducted for bulk values and for mean
values in different histological zones. The significance of the
difference between the correlation coefficients was tested
using a statistical test of dependent correlations described by
Steiger.26 The limit of statistical significance was set
to p < 0.05.

3 Results
Linear correlations between the integrated absorbance in the
carbohydrate region and OD were high (r > 0.6) in all
human sample groups and histological zones except in the
superficial zone (r ¼ 0.297, n ¼ 72). Similar results were

seen in the bovine samples: the correlation with bulk values
was r ¼ 0.708, but the correlation in the superficial zone was
weak (r ¼ 0.267, n ¼ 32). In general, values of the integrated
absorbance in the carbohydrate region were lower in human
samples than in bovine samples, even though the OD values
were quite similar. When human and bovine samples were
pooled together [Fig. 2(a)], the bulk correlation with OD was
weaker (r ¼ 0.587, n ¼ 104) than when the groups were ana-
lyzed separately (r ¼ 0.838, n ¼ 72 and r ¼ 0.708, n ¼ 32 in
human and bovine samples, respectively).

The results of the carbohydrate/amide I ratio were similar to
those of the carbohydrate region alone. Most notable differences
between these two parameters were seen in the advanced OA
group of human samples, as the ratio parameter did not correlate
significantly with OD in any of the analyzed layers (Table 1).
The bulk correlations with OD values were significant in both
human (r ¼ 0.648, n ¼ 72) and bovine (r ¼ 0.696, n ¼ 32)
samples. When the samples were pooled together, the correla-
tion with OD values was weaker (r ¼ 0.579, n ¼ 104)
[Fig. 2(b)].

Linear correlation coefficients between the intensity of the
second derivative peak at 1062 cm−1 with OD values were sim-
ilar to those between the carbohydrate region and OD in both
sample groups (Table 1). The peak at 1062 cm−1 correlated bet-
ter with OD in the superficial zone of human samples
(r ¼ 0.500) than the carbohydrate region did (r ¼ 0.297), but

Fig. 2 Scatter plots between the optical density (OD) of Safranin O (reference estimate for PG content) and different FTIR PG parameters: (a) the
integrated absorbance in the carbohydrate region (984 to 1140 cm−1), (b) the ratio of the integrated absorbance in the carbohydrate region to
that of the amide I (1584 to 1720 cm−1), and (c) the intensity of the second derivative peak at 1062 cm−1. The human and bovine samples are marked
with gray and white circles, respectively.
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the difference between the correlation coefficients was not sta-
tistically significant (p ¼ 0.15). The intensities of the second
derivative peak at 1062 cm−1 were similar in both sample
groups. Consequently, the bulk correlation was r ¼ 0.760
(n ¼ 104) when human and bovine samples were pooled
together [Fig. 2(c)]. Linear correlations between the FTIR-
based parameters and OD of Safranin O have been listed in
Table 1.

4 Discussion
The aim in this study was to evaluate how the integrated absorb-
ance in the carbohydrate region, the carbohydrate/amide I ratio,
and the intensity of the second derivative peak at 1062 cm−1

perform in the FTIR analysis of the spatial PG content in AC
independent of the species. The results show that all parameters
perform well when the species are analyzed separately.
However, when human and bovine samples are pooled together,

these FTIR parameters perform inconsistently. The linear corre-
lation with the reference method is good in the case of second
derivative peak at 1062 cm−1, but not in the case of the carbo-
hydrate region-based parameters. In general, the values of the
carbohydrate parameters seem to be higher in bovine samples
than in human samples. In addition to PG vibrations, the carbo-
hydrate region also contains collagen vibrations.5,8 The differ-
ence in the carbohydrate region values between the species is
most likely explained by the differences in the total collagen
content between the cartilages of these two species. In principle,
the carbohydrate/amide I ratio parameter takes into account the
variable collagen content, as amide I is used as an estimate for
the collagen content. However, also the values of the ratio were
higher in bovine samples than in human samples. The second
derivative peak analyzed in this study is a small part of the
carbohydrate region. It has been assigned to C O vibrations
of carbohydrates and SO−

3 vibrations of sulfates found in gly-
cosaminoglycans.27,28 The values of this second derivative

Table 1 Linear correlation coefficients between the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) proteoglycan (PG) parameters and the optical density (OD) of
Safranin O (reference estimate for PG content). The correlation coefficients are statistically significant unless otherwise indicated.

Group Zone Carbohydrate Carbohydrate/Amide I 1062 cm−1

Human samples (n ¼ 72)

Normal (n ¼ 35) Bulk 0.709 0.700 0.697

Superficial 0.448 0.655a 0.514

Middle 0.721 0.820 0.728

Deep 0.706 0.620 0.683

Early osteoarthritis (OA)
(n ¼ 15)

Bulk 0.864 0.747 0.779

Superficial 0.241 (N.S.) 0.192 (N.S.) 0.172 (N.S.)

Middle 0.822 0.805 0.732

Deep 0.639 0.720 0.764

Advanced OA
(n ¼ 22)

Bulk 0.762b 0.318 (N.S.) 0.824b

Superficial 0.131 (N.S.) 0.119 (N.S.) 0.358 (N.S.)

Middle 0.615b 0.203 (N.S.) 0.733b

Deep 0.764b 0.366 (N.S.) 0.828b

All Bulk 0.838b 0.648 0.833b

Superficial 0.297 0.312 0.500

Middle 0.804b 0.700 0.832b

Deep 0.828b 0.671 0.828b

Bovine samples
(n ¼ 32)

Bulk 0.708c 0.696 0.516

Superficial 0.267 (N.S.) 0.349 0.262 (N.S.)

All samples
(n ¼ 104)

Bulk 0.587 0.579 0.760a,b

N.S. = Not significant.
aSignificantly higher r compared with that of the carbohydrate peak (p < 0.05).
bSignificantly higher r compared with that of the carbohydrate/amide I peak (p < 0.05).
cSignificantly higher r compared with that of the second derivative peak at 1062 cm−1 (p < 0.05).
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peak were similar in both the species. This suggests that the sec-
ond derivative peak contains significantly less contribution from
the collagen vibrations than the whole carbohydrate region.

All the parameters reflected closely the bulk PG content as
well as the PG content in the middle and deep layers of AC.
However, they showed weaker correlations in the superficial
zone. The correlation of second derivative peak at 1062 cm−1

was little higher than those of the carbohydrate region or the
carbohydrate/amide I ratio in the superficial zone in human
AC, although the differences were not statistically significant.
The superficial zone is the thinnest histological zone in AC.
In our FTIR measurements, the superficial zone comprises
only a few pixels depending on the pixel size in use. Weak cor-
relations might be partially explained by the fact that it is diffi-
cult to accurately match thin zones between the FTIR and DD
measurements. This might be a significant problem especially in
case of OA samples, as the degenerated cartilage surface is
irregular. Nevertheless, it is evident that the univariate FTIR
PG parameters can be inaccurate when assessing the PGs in
the superficial zone of AC.7,9

OA induces changes in the biochemical composition of AC.
One of the first signs of OA is the loss of the PGs.4 In this study,
it was shown that FTIR spectroscopy accurately detects the
differences in the PG content in healthy and osteoarthritic
human and bovine ACs. Second derivative analysis reduces
the overlap between the collagen and the PG absorption
peaks. It is possible to compare the PG content between the spe-
cies only if the parameter is independent of other macromole-
cules. This study suggests that the second derivative peak at
1062 cm−1 is independent of the collagen content and enables
direct comparison of the parameter values between different
species.

Univariate analysis is applicable when nonoverlapping
peaks are found either directly or after preprocessing, e.g.,
after differentiation (derivative spectra). Multivariate models,
such as principal component regression and partial least
squares regression, are also suitable for overlapping spectra.
Recently, multivariate models have been used to predict the
AC composition in several independent studies.8,29–31 These
studies have shown that multivariate models are superior to
univariate parameters when AC composition is analyzed.8,29,30

Another advantage of multivariate models is that they provide
an estimation of actual concentration values, as they are cali-
brated against a reference method. Therefore, multivariate
models enable real-quantitative analysis. However, if a cali-
brated multivariate model is not available for use, second
derivative spectroscopy offers a feasible and improved analysis
of PGs over that of the traditional methods.
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